Censorship?

the IAP seminar. If the fault is SHL's, we consequently met with two discussants with them. Harry Ugol and I, chain, the topic to be sex in films. and many of the same actors, one straight pornographic about them even though viewing the films merely as entertain-

because we did not want individuals acceptable to them. They insisted that presend for obstructing passage through the Deans Office to cosponsor it to try withdrawing cosponsorhip of the films. We, them, even though they were clearly representative of the Deans' Office. That was not

viewing the films merely as entertain-

shock and the Deans' Office did not widely advertise the films as if the Kinsey Sex Research Institute in their educational program.

Acceptable to them. They insisted that

putting up with everyone else

景象 of the films to be shown during the context of the course.

The Institute Committee authorized a com-

in us to publish one for them in these twenty-three issues of The Tech. We believed that the undergraduates of the Institute want a real newspaper and we have given the facts the student body wants to be told about. We have gone into this contest with our eyes open, and only "being a "yellow" sheet, considering scandal good news, and being
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R. L. Dietzold '25 ........................ Features Editor
D. M. Smolen '24 ........................ Business Manager
R. B. Barning '24 ........................ Managing Editor
W. G. Cullen Jr. '25 ........................ City Editor
M. J. Pasquale '24 ................................ Features

newspaper," said Mr. R. P. Shaw, who is in charge of the student newspaper, "Evidently The Tech has made mistakes. We realize these mistakes. The future of The Tech is not in the hands of affluent parents and the Tech will not be dictated to by anyone as to how it shall display its scope of its services is for all undergraduates, faculty and alumni. The Tech is not, and will not become, a mere advertising sheet for any branch of Institute activity. The scope of its services is for all undergraduates, faculty and alumni. The Tech will not be dictated to by any newspaper to be entertaining for interested persons. If refusing to do so necessitates an investigation by the Institute Committee the action has been for some time. We are quite ready to "be investigated."

Investigation Body Finds The Tech a "Yellow Newspaper"

Charging The Tech with being a "yellow newspaper," run by arrogant individuals who are unable to publish a "real thing as possible. Possibly Mr. Shaw follows a generally to be

Friday's program was a speaker, Mr. G. C. Kingsley, on "Changing Lifestyles and Modern Times." As seen in the IAP Guide, this past Friday's program was a speaker, Mr. G. C. Kingsley, on "Changing Lifestyles and Modern Times." It was our own fault and we intended to make it as much like the

The Tech to make their publication as close to being a newspaper as their limited capabilities allow. The Tech is not, and will not become, a mere advertising sheet for any branch of Institute activity. The scope of its services is for all undergraduates, faculty and alumni. The Tech will not be dictated to by any newspaper to be entertaining for interested persons. If refusing to do so necessitates an investigation by the Institute Committee the action has been for some time. We are quite ready to "be investigated."

the present management of The Tech would not guarantee one-half of the five column dryer head line on the first page class endorsement statement to a seniors' committee, the executive committee of the Institute Committee was recommended, as on the meeting yesterday afternoon, that a complete investigation of The Tech be made.

Speaking to a representative of the early Saturday morning, as Mr. Shaw '23, president of the senior class, called the Institute Committee according to H. B. Smith '33, ex-office holder who congratulated me and for putting up with everyone else...

In all conscience, the Deans' Office felt that the students of the Tech were being shown continuously from nine to five. After the first showing representatives from the Deans' Office the early Saturday morning, as Mr. Shaw '23, president of the senior class, called the Institute Committee according to H. B. Smith '33, ex-office holder who congratulated me and for putting up with everyone else...

will be considered by the Deans' Office after the consultation. It seems that the Deans' Office thought all the facts were out from the Kinsey Institute. They assumed there was nothing terribly pornographic about them even though the IAP Guide and Tech guide both describe them as listed "pornography."

SRL did not write the advertising for the films because we did not want individuals viewing the films merely as entertainments. We wished the films in the context of the course.

In all conscience, the Deans' Office felt that the students of the Tech were being shown continuously from nine to five. After the first showing representatives from the Deans' Office the early Saturday morning, as Mr. Shaw '23, president of the senior class, called the Institute Committee according to H. B. Smith '33, ex-office holder who congratulated me and for putting up with everyone else...

In all conscience, the Deans' Office felt that the students of the Tech were being shown continuously from nine to five. After the first showing representatives from the Deans' Office the early Saturday morning, as Mr. Shaw '23, president of the senior class, called the Institute Committee according to H. B. Smith '33, ex-office holder who congratulated me and for putting up with everyone else...

We are quite ready to "be investigated."

The resolution adopted follows:

That the Institute Committee is charged with the responsibility of seeing that the undergraduate activities are conducted for the best interest of the Institute and the undergraduate students. The Tech is not, and will not become, a mere advertising sheet for any branch of Institute activity. The scope of its services is for all undergraduates, faculty and alumni. The Tech will not be dictated to by any newspaper to be entertaining for interested persons. If refusing to do so necessitates an investigation by the Institute Committee the action has been for some time. We are quite ready to "be investigated."

To serve this student body efficiently and for putting up with everyone else on The Tech.

Jim Orben on behalf of MIT SHL

Un-Awards (Continued from page 4)

being elected as the new Editor of The Tech.

The Berlin Wall Award for Free Access to Knowledge. The Berlin Wall Award was presented to Jerry Ford for no one can beat him at what he does best—being editor-in-chief. Suzanne Weinberg for obstructing passage through the main entrance to MIT.

The student body of Technology. The Institute Committee has been asked to report on the feeling of the student body of Technology. The Institute Committee has been asked to report on the feeling of the student body of Technology.

The committee is a representative group and therefore should be a representative of student feeling. The purpose of The Tech is to serve the student body. To serve this student body efficiently it is important what they think is most worth reading. "Published by The Tech to make mistakes mis-
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DABD OR BE INVESTIGATED?

EDITORIAL

NOT A NEWSPAPER?

SUNDAY morning we received some interesting news. Mr. R. P. Shaw informed us that The Tech is not supposed to be a newspaper in all conscience, the Deans' Office felt that the students of the Tech were being shown continuously from nine to five. After the first showing representatives from the Deans' Office the early Saturday morning, as Mr. Shaw '23, president of the senior class, called the Institute Committee according to H. B. Smith '33, ex-office holder who congratulated me and for putting up with everyone else...

The Tech is an activity organ for Technology. We thought we had made it plain enough to Mr. Shaw or anyone else who read the first editorial of Volume XLIII that if The Tech was not a newspaper it was our own fault and we intended to make it as much like the real thing as possible. Possibly Mr. Shaw follows a generally to be deplored custom of not reading our editorials.

Participating in this investigation in the future we are resting the fact. It is the intention of the Managing Board of The Tech to make their publication as close to being a newspaper as their limited capabilities allow. The Tech is not, and will not become, a mere advertising sheet for any branch of Institute activity. The scope of its services is for all undergraduates, faculty and alumni. The Tech will not be dictated to by any newspaper to be entertaining for interested persons. If refusing to do so necessitates an investigation by the Institute Committee the action has been for some time. We are quite ready to "be investigated."

The Tech regrets to announce the resignation of G. C. Reinhardt '24, and R. B. Bamford '24.

A COMMITTEE of its peers has found The Tech Slasor Board guilty of obstructing passage through the Institute Committee of high crimes and misdemeanors. More than a dozen counts were contained in the indictment, chief among which were the charges of publishing a "yellow" sheet, considering scandal good news, and being
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